Abstract. A general technique for proving lower bounds on expected covering times of random walks on graphs in terms of expected hitting times between vertices is given. This technique is used to prove (i) A tight bound of r( V[ log V[ for the two-dimensional torus;
1. Introduction. A random walk on an undirected graph is the sequence of vertices visited by a particle that starts at a specified vertex and visits other vertices according to the following transition rule: if the particle is at vertex at time t, then at time + it moves to a neighbor of picked uniformly at random. In this paper, we analyze the expected cover time, i.e., the expected time of the random walk to visit all the vertices.
Simulating a random walk on a graph requires very local information about the graph, while random walks have very nice global properties. This makes random walks useful in computation, where limited resources are available to determine global information. For example, random walks have proved useful in designing approximation algorithms for counting problems (see, e.g., DFK and JS ] ), simulating complexity classes with few random bits [AKS] , and assigning processes to nodes in networks [BC] . Bounds on cover times, in particular, were important in showing that UNDIRECTED st-CONNECTIVITY can be computed in RSPACE(log n) [AKLLR] and in analyzing the simulation of token tings on arbitrary networks [BK] .
To understand what is known about cover times, consider for the moment the maximum expected cover time cov, where the maximum is taken over all start vertices. For interesting graphs, changing the start vertex changes the expected cover time by at most a constant factor, so analyzing cov is not really a restriction. Define Ei T to be the expected time to get from vertex to vertex j, and # + max;,j { Ei Tj }. It is not hard to show that #+ characterizes cov to within a log n factor, where n IV I, i.e., that # / =< cov =< O(u upper bound O([VllEl/dmin) , and in [CRRST] another application of this technique is mentioned.
By contrast, a variety of techniques have been used to show the lower bound ft( + log n), even though most of the work on lower bounds has been concentrated toward proving the conjectured lower bound of ft(n log n) for all graphs, regardless of the start vertex. Aldous A3 has proved this bound if the walk starts from the stationary distribution. Examples of the different techniques are an inductive argument to show the f(n log n) conjecture for trees [KLNS ] , a coupon-collector type argument to show the ft(n log n) conjecture for rapidly mixing walks [BK] , and use of the O(fn) standard deviation law to show an f(n log 2 n/log 2 dmax) lower bound for trees with small degree Z ].
In this paper, we present a general technique for showing the lower bound 2(/+ log n) that yields all of the lower bounds described above except that given in [A3] O(n log n), which implied the best bounds on the cover time of 2(n log n) and O(n log 2 n) (see, e.g., CRRST ) . We show that the cover time is O(n log 2 n). Second, we improve the lower bound for trees in [Z] Finally, we use a different technique to show that the expected time to visit a vertex chosen at random according to the stationary distribution does not depend on the start vertex. This lemma implies the conjectured ft(n log n) lower bound for slowly mixing walks. Our 2(z2) lower bound was known previously only in the case where the walk starts from the stationary distribution [BK] . This leaves the 2(n log n) conjecture open only for the cases n -o(1) T2 n log n.
Our main technique is of interest in its own fight, based on ideas in [Ma] . The difficult part in analyzing the cover time is correlations between hitting times of vertices;
i.e., if the particle has visited i, what is the probability that it has visited j? We get around this by specifying random vertices to be visited; it is then easy to calculate the correlations between random vertices.
2. Notation. Let G(V, E) be the graph on which the random walk is performed. For all of the following definitions, assume i, j V:
Let { Xt } be the sequence of vertices visited by the random walk, and let A be the associated transition matrix; i.e., A,.; /di ifj is a neighbor of i, and 0 otherwise. Let )1 > )k2 )k3 --)kn be the eigenvalues of A. Define T time to first reach j, C time to cover G, Pi (") denotes the probability of (.) in a walk starting at i, Ei (") We generalize the lower bound so that we still get an extra log n factor even if we allow, for each i, a polynomial fraction of the j to be close to i. We also allow and j to be chosen from only a polynomial fraction of the vertices. LEMMA 2. Let V' V such that V'I >= n , a > 0, and let be such that for all V', at most /n fraction of the j V' satisfy Ei T < t, where > O. Then for any v V, EvC > t('r In n 2), where 3' rain (a, 3).
Proof. It is known that #+ 0(n log n) (see, e.g., [CRRST] ), which implies the only known bounds on the expected cover time of ](n log n) and O(n log 2 n). We apply our key lemma to show a lower bound of 9(n log 2 n).
LEMMA 3. Ei T O( n log d( i, j) ). In particular, Ei T > n In 2d(i, j).
Proof. This follows easily from the ideas in [CRRST] .
El Remark. Aldous [A6] has pointed out that using the results in [C] t. Thus, applying the key lemma with 3' =/3 logn (n 1/2/2) gives the theorem.
V1
5. Application to trees with small degree. Previous lower bounds for general trees have been ft(n log n) [KLNS] and fl(n 1Ogma n) [Z] . We improve both ofthese bounds to ft(n log n 1ogamax n). This is the best possible, given only n and dmax, as we show it is tight for balanced trees. Proof. We root our tree at i, and put parent-child relations on the vertices as usual.
We construct a chain of vertices Proof. The key lemma applies with a and/3 O(log log n/log n).
COROLLARY 9. For balanced k-ary trees, for any v V, EvC O( n logk n In n). Proof. The lower bound follows from the above theorem. The upper bound follows from Theorem by noting that Ei Tj. <-2n for i, j neighbors, so ET <-2nd(i, j), and the diameter of these trees are at most 2 log n.
Remark. Aldous [A5] has since shown that, for balanced k-ary trees, EvC 2n IOgk n In n.
6. Application to rapidly mixing walks. We now generalize both the f(#+ log n)
lower bound for Cayley graphs and the f(n log n) lower bound for rapidly mixing walks [BK] , that is graphs where r2 <--n 1-for i > 0, where r2 1/( 2). We will need the following well-known lemma, which shows that in O(r2 log n) time the random walk approaches stationarity. Moreover, EoC <= + o( ))a In n, so EC O(a log n).
Proof. For vertex transitive graphs, ETi a for all (see A2 ). Applying Lemma 11 with any e > 0 then gives the first part. In general vertex transitive graphs, a _-</+ _-< 2a (see [A2] ). We can reduce the constant 2 in our situation by observing that if we walk for 57"2 In n steps, the probability distribution on the vertices is within + o( )) of stationarity. Thus EiTj<=57"2 In n+( +o( ))ET +o( ))a.
The second part then follows from Theorem 1.
7. Lower bound for slowly mixing walks. It is conjectured that f(n log n) is a lower bound on the expected cover time of any graph. This has been proved in walks starting from the stationary distribution [A3 ] , but it is still open for walks starting at an arbitrary vertex. We complement the above lower bound for rapidly mixing walks with one for slowly mixing walks. This improves the result in [BK] , which gives the same lower bound but starting from stationarity. This leaves the general ft(n log n) lower bound open only for graphs with 7"2 between n -and n log n. Proof. Lemma 15 implies that for any v, we can pick a w with EvTw >-a. Thus EC >-_ ETw >-_ a.
[3 COROLLARY 18. If'r2 (n log n), then for any v V, EC 2(n log n). Proof. The proof follows immediately from Theorem 17.
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